
 

 

 

The Univ. Savoie Mont Blanc is recruiting a 
MUST platform Computing Assistant Engineer 

Non-permanent position – Full time 
at 

Laboratoire d’Annecy de Physique des Particules, Annecy location 
Contract beginning: as soon as possible 

 

Scope 

With 15,000 students, a multidisciplinary training offering of a hundred national diplomas and 19 
recognized research laboratories that make it appear twelve times in the thematic classification of 
Shanghai, the Savoie Mont Blanc Univ. is an establishment on a human scale which combines proximity 
with its territories and a wide opening on Europe and the world. 

Between Geneva, Turin, Lyon and Grenoble, on the borders of Switzerland and Italy, with the support 
of the communities that saw it born, it is a major player in its regional and cross-border area, involved 
in social development economic and cultural. It offers, on its three campuses in Annecy, Bourget-du-Lac 
and Jacob-Bellecombette, short courses (University Degrees, University Degrees of Technology) and 
long (Licenses, Masters, Doctorates, Diplomas of Engineers) ), whether in initial training, in continuous 
training, alternately or through the Validation of Acquired Experience (VAE), face-to-face or at a 
distance. 

Affectation 

Following the 2007 official inauguration of the mid-range datacenter MUST, the growth of the initial 
infrastructure has been progressive enough to be able to build an important computing facility for users. 
The main focus is turned to provide services to local Univ. Savoie Mont Blanc Research laboratories but 
also to national and international ones through the integration of the facility in the EGI (European Grid 
Initiative) grid infrastructure and through the support of numerous other scientific domains in High 
Energy Physic, Earth Science, Astrophysics and Monte-Carlo simulation. 

The e-infrastructure of more than 2000 cores and 2.2 Pbytes of storage, has been built to be as generic 
as possible to be a multi-usage computing platform, integrating High Performance Computing, CPUs and 
GPUs and advanced storage services. Some technical studies to open the facility to industry are on-
going.  

 

LAPP is a High Energy Physics laboratory located in Annecy, 50kms from Geneva. The laboratory was 
founded in 1976 and is one of the 19 laboratories of IN2P3 (Institut de Physique Nucléaire et de Physique 
des Particules), institute of CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique). LAPP is joint research 
facility of the Univ. Savoie Mont Blanc (USMB) and the CNRS. Close to 150 people are working at LAPP: 
researchers, professors, support staff, students and visiting scientists. Research carried out at LAPP aims 
at understanding the elementary particles and the fundamental interactions between them as well as 
exploring the connections between the infinitesimally small and the unbelievably big. LAPP researchers 
and technical teams are contributing to LHC experiments at CERN (ATLAS, LHCb), neutrinos 
(SUPERNEMO, DUNE), astrophysics (HESS, CTA) and gravitational waves international experiments 
(Virgo). 

The recruited assistant engineer will be part of the LAPP laboratory and integrated in the platform 
operation and user support 7 members team (3 FTEs). 

 

 



 

 

 

Purpose 

As member of the MUST platform support and operation team, he/she will be involved in the user 
support with the main goal to promote MUST computing and storage services towards University 
laboratories and industrial partners. He/she will participate also in the operations and new software 
services deployment. 

 

Key responsibilities 
 

 Technical user support for all Univ . Savoie Mont Blanc laboratories interested in platform usage 

 Laboratory roadshow : MUST e-infrastructure and services presentation, user requirements 
collection, and close cooperation to facilitate  the end-user adoption 

 Involvement in technical studies and new innovating services deployment 

 Involvement in platform operations according to his/her specific technical skills 

 

Specific conditions 

 Travels to be planned to visit other USMB sites (Chambéry, Annecy, Bourget du lac) 

Skills 

 Technical knowledge of System Architecture, virtualization techniques 

 Diagnosis and issue resolution capabilities 

 Good knowledge of Linux operating system 

 Shell script, C, C++ 

 Performance and metrology knowledge 

 DataBase management knowledge 

 Technical english 

 Well organised and rigorous 

 Great qualities of personal relations and aptitude for team work  

 Good knowledge of French to be able to communicate with end-users 

 

Qualification required:   

Minimum of degree level (Baccalauréat + 3 years) 

 

Job conditions: 

12 months renewable fixed-term contract (ASI level). Gross salary depending on experience: from 1 
738€ to 2 061€ (INM 371 / 440)  

 

Send CV and Motivation letter before 2018, 1st September to: 

Mrs Nadine Neyroud – Technical Director - nadine.neyroud@lapp.in2p3.fr   

Copy to Human Resources Direction Recrutement.Biatss@univ-smb. 
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